HATS
- Reversible school hats available from uniform shop or broad brimmed or legionnaires in bottle green

HAIR
- Hair needs to be neat and tidy and off students face. Hair shoulder length or longer to be tied up
- If dyed, colours to be subtle, neutral and age appropriate
- Hair accessories available from uniform shop. Hair accessories to be green, gold, neutral, black or white

MAKE-UP
- Is not to be worn at school (including nail polish and tattoos)

JEWELLERY
- Practical watch acceptable
- Medical alert only
- Religious emblem may be worn under clothing with written parental permission
- Earrings to be sleepers or studs only (other piercings, if present, must not be visible)

SWIMWEAR
- Swimming shorts in gold quick dry material available from the uniform shop or board shorts with no pockets
- One piece nylon (racing type) togs are acceptable for both boys and girls (available from uniform shop)
- A Lycra or Rubber Swimming cap must be worn, NO CAP - NO SWIMMING
- Rash shirt (no t-shirts) must be worn

SHIRTS
- Purchased from uniform shop. To be worn without knots, rolled up sleeves or over another visible non-uniform shirt

SHORTS
- Cargo shorts purchased from uniform shop or bottle green of acceptable length
- Short legged Ruggers, stubbies or other styles of green shorts not acceptable (boys & girls)

WINTER WEAR
- Microfibre track suits available from uniform shop or Bottle green track suit
- Boys long cargo pants available from uniform shop
- School microfibre spray jacket available from uniform shop
- School jumper available from uniform shop or bottle green jumper

SOCKS / TIGHTS / STOCKINGS
- White socks
- Stockings or tights to be bottle green. Bike pants are not acceptable if visible under uniform

SHOES
- Predominantly black, velcro, lace up, buckle up.

The P&C of the Currumbin Primary School resolves that it supports a student dress code policy because it believes that a school student dress code policy at Currumbin Primary School promotes the objectives of the education (general Provisions) Act 1989, and in particular that it:
- promotes a safe environment for learning by enabling ready identification of students and nonstudents of the school;
- promotes a style of clothing consistent with the school’s sunsafe policy;
- promotes a contemporary style of clothing which represent good value for money for parents and caregivers;
- promotes a contemporary style of clothing which is comfortable to wear;
- promotes equity and social justice issues by offering single sex and unisex options to both boys and girls;
- promotes a style of clothing which is suitable for many and varied school activities;
- promotes lifelong responsible and safe dress habits;
- promotes effective and efficient organisational skills;
- promotes a sense of purpose;
- promotes an effective teaching and learning environment by eliminating the distraction in dress and fashion at school;
- promotes a supportive environment at the school by fostering a sense of personal and school pride;
- promotes a supportive environment at the school by fostering a sense of belonging as an individual & within the community for students;
- promotes a supportive environment at the school by fostering a sense of belonging within the community for parents and families;
- fosters mutual respect among individuals at the school by minimising visible evidence of economic, class or social differences.